Friday 9th July 2021

3B - Antonia for showing brilliant listening and perseverance when sewing her
reflective bag tag in DT. Bradley for showing amazing creativity and problem
solving when planning and making his reflective bag tag.
3P - Tilly and Sofija for excellent sewing skills and Elijah for showing resilience and
perseverance with his sewing

3HL - Isla for being a fantastic help to others during our sewing session on
Wednesday. Marcel for his calm and determined effort when creating his star
shaped reflective bag tag.
3K - Harry and Jasper for catching up with things they missed when they were
both away and doing a fantastic job of starting their Egyptian God masks without
much guidance.

Total games played by
each class this year, TOP
TEN!

4G - The whole class for fantastic artwork during our RE day! All of you produced
amazing pictures. Some are on display so you should come and take a look!
4H - Jeevan, Dylan and Devraj for sharing so many fascinating facts about Sikhism.
Jeevan typed some information sheets at home and all three boys presented their
knowledge to our class and 4G in a very informative and interesting way. Great work!
Temmy and Chloe for producing amazing art work. Temmy was extremely helpful by
supporting Chloe as she completed her art work. Well done Temmy and Chloe!

Lola for a fantastic and extremely detailed piece of artwork. You should be
proud of the time and effort that you have clearly put into your work. Well done
Lola!
4L - Heera for fantastic sharing of his knowledge and
artefacts during our RE day on Sikhism.
Ava for a much improved attitude towards her learning,
including a fabulous picture of a gurdwara at sunset.

4S - All of 4s for working so hard this year.

5J - Great rounders skills shown on Wednesday by these children who caught
the ball from the air which meant a batting player had been caught
out. Romario, Alyssa, Suzana, Flynn and Anas.
5W - Julia, Dexter and Izzy for their positive attitude and love for learning. They
often choose to continue their learning at home and enjoy bringing in their work
to share with the rest of the class!
5M - A huge well done to Maddy, Alfie, Niamh, Isaac D, Phoebe, Jenson,
Eiliyah, Dalia, Kiran, Sukhraj, Alysia, Caitlyn, Farrah, Amelia, Milly, Josh, Tyrell,
Daniel, Isaac W & Harry for consistently engaging with Google Classroom over
the last 10 days!

3B 2.3 million
3HL 2.4 million (year group winners)
3K 1.3 million
4G 9.5 million
4H 4.5 million
4L 10.1 million (year group winners)
5J 6.6 million
5W 12.0 million (year group & whole
school winners)
5M 8.5 million
6P 10.7 million (year group winners)
6R 4.7 million
6T 4.7 million

6P - Muna, Fred and Ed for always having such a positive attitude towards their
learning. They have been a joy to teach over the past 2 years.
6R - Feng and Leon for working brilliantly when writing an estate agents advert
for a Mayan naah. Excellent group work skills seen: effective communication,
sharing of ideas and time management. Also, Kiara and Jayden for continually
having high expectations in class and working well in a pair or small group.
6T - Everyone in 6T for coping amazingly well during a long isolation period.

Ezel and Keary (5J)
Cayden and Dylan (4H)

Year 3 - Renna (3B) for a brilliant year of reading. She has shown great enthusiasm
towards reading and regularly quizzes at home and at school which has led to her
making fantastic progress with her reading ZPD.
Year 4 - Eliza [4L] for reading nearly 1.5 million words this year! Lucas Z, who is such
an enthusiastic reader, and for reaching the milestone of over 2 million words.
Year 5 - Roman 5W who has read 2.1 million words and Kyran 5W who has read 1.7
million words. These are the highest word counts in Year 5
Year 6 - Eliza for her pure love of reading. She has read over 8 million words since
year 3 and she is always so enthusiastic about books. She is also an outstanding writer
as she is always using the vocabulary she has read in her work. Well done Eliza!

Britten
243

Wolsey
167

Nelson
150

Cavell
193

